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Easy reading clear explanations Only becuase my cousin
asked me to read He is a young scientist who doubts and fears
to be seen doubting Maybe he can take courage from such
others This is not the kind of persecution I usually study, but I
will read. This non fiction book is about global warming It is the
other side of the debate as to how grim the future is and who
what was the cause If you saw the movie, Inconvenient Truth
by Al Gore, you will find that this book aims to contradict every
aspect of the movie It succeeds by quoting dozens of
prominent scientists who spent their lifetimes searching for the
facts. I got nothing but red flags from the clearly slanted and
under referenced argument made in this book, which left me
with far questions about the author than the topic discussed
Upon looking into the author it was no surprise to find out he
was in fact a lobbyist for big oil and this book is nothing but a
tool of propaganda for just such causes. This book provides
great insight into scientific findings Don t always believe what
you read. I m a skeptic of those crying the sky is falling due to
manmade global warming I found this book interesting because
of the number of individuals who question the alleged
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consensus, although I found the book truncated in its coverage
of the material. Very compelling evidence from important
scientists casting doubt on the commonly held beliefs about
global climate change. The Deniers The World Renowned
Scientists Who Stood Up Against Global Warming Hysteria,
Political Persecution, and Fraud And those who are too fearful
to do so Hardcover The author, Lawrence Solomon, comes
from an environmentalist background having worked as an
activist against nuclear power expansion and world rain forest
protection, and as a journalist or the National Post of Toronto
This book stems from a series of newspaper articles on
individual scientists that disagreed in some way with the
conventional wisdom or political correctness of Global
Warming, specifically, man s role in Global Warming It is
evident at the conclusion of the book that Mr Solomon has
considerable respect for the 30 scientists which he has
interviewed for the book There is little question that in Mr
Solomon s words the question of man s role in Global Warming
is not settled science.This is really a remarkable book The
reader is able to take advantage of an author that has been
able to converse with a cross section of some of the most
outstanding scientists, an author who is obviously devoted to
environmental ethics, and an author that can write with the
clarity of a experienced journalist Reading this book is a real
education The scientific questions broached touch on multiple
topics in science, ranging from glaciers to malaria, from
Antarctic to hurricanes, from low clouds to the Sun and the way
the Sun and the planetary system impacts cosmic radiation,
from geologic history to the way science is done, and finally to
a plethora of scientific approaches to understanding the
physics, chemistry, geochemical distribution and history of
carbon dioxide in the earth, oceans, atmosphere.What is
important here Public policy will be formulated on the results of
science One of Solomon s major concerns is that poor public
policy stemming from poor science or misinterpreted science
will have a negative impact on the world s poor In addition to
the science itself Mr Solomon is very concerned with the way
the results of science are received and acted upon in our
political world.Mr Solomon treats each scientist with respect,
giving each a mini resume His order of treatment makes
pedagogic sense and thematic sense A real challenge of the
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book is to cover the scope of the science in a responsible and
understandable way In my opinion he does that admirably and
concisely way.He begins with a discussion of the word,
Deniers, explaining its derogatory usage meaning and
emphasizes that most of these scientists do not consider
themselves deniers My sense is that both Solomon and the
scientists discussed would have preferred the word Skeptics to
Deniers The word Deniers does set up the context of the book
into the tension and edginess, that present circumstances
deserve The first scientist depicted is Edward Wegman, who
along with a group of select scientists was asked by Congress
to critique the famous hockey stick graph Selected important
graphs and data displays are used in the text with comparisons
and unusually complete captions Each chapter contains
references and highlights available articles and their web
locations or urls.After you finish this book you will have a better
understanding of how the temperature of the earth is measured
and how the temperature history of the earth is approximated
An understanding of the cycle, sources and sinks of carbon
dioxide is crucial and selected scientists that have give their life
work to study of carbon dioxide in ice, in the ocean, in the
earth, in the atmosphere, and in the earths history are
reviewed Does carbon dioxide drive temperature or does
temperature drive carbon dioxide This is the all important
question to answer, and must be answered before we attempt
to use policy to correct global warming Is the earth really
warming or is it beginning to cool This is not an easy book to
read Frankly the scope of the science covered in the book is
staggering I will definitely re read portions if not all of the book
But, because of the clarity of Solomon s language and the
importance of the content he has amassed, I will As scientist,
myself, I am very impressed with what Mr Solomon has done
here Even though this book s mission is to elucidate the view
point of the skeptics, I believe this synthesis will help scientists
and the public on both sides of the issue.The book challenges,
at the core, the case for man s impact on global warming as a
consequence carbon dioxide emissions Questions are raised
as to whether the earth is actually warming It is pointed out that
the temperature record stations are un representative of the
earth s surface with the ocean being under represented, and
that measurements considered to be most representative
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satellite mounted microwave sounding units MSU have not
shown a record of warming since initiated in 1979.There are
critical comments about the management and agenda of the
IPCC The IPCC is self described as a scientific inter
governmental body set up by the World Meteorological
Organization WMO and by the United Nations Environment
Programme UNEP from the IPCC web site In this book the
IPCC stands accused of changing and dictating the
conclusions of the scientists doing the work in their own
organization. This is a great starting point for the discussion on
global climate change The only concensus opinion that I see is
that climate is an extremely complex issue and there are still
many parts to the puzzle missing If the only thing you take
away from this book is the curiosity to take a closer look at the
potential impacts of carbon credits and trading, then it has
been worth the cover price. Amazing EPub, The Deniers The
World Renowned Scientists Who Stood Up Against Global
Warming Hysteria, Political Persecution, And Fraud And Those
Who Are Too Fearful To Do So Author Lawrence Solomon This
Is Very Good And Becomes The Main Topic To Read, The
Readers Are Very Takjup And Always Take Inspiration From
The Contents Of The Book The Deniers The World Renowned
Scientists Who Stood Up Against Global Warming Hysteria,
Political Persecution, And Fraud And Those Who Are Too
Fearful To Do So, Essay By Lawrence Solomon Is Now On
Our Website And You Can Download It By Register What Are
You Waiting For Please Read And Make A Refission For You
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